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Obama Lawyers Fib in Hollister v Soetoro Motion To Dismiss 
 
Leo Donofrio Post on Military Standing in Cases Filed: 
 
http://naturalborncitizen.wordpress.com/2009/01/30/ineligible-potus-best-challenged-by-
active-military-in-federal-court/ 
 
Also, read my comments to his post. Someone forward Atty Donofrio's comments to the 
attorney of Hollister, and others. I will too. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- 
mtngoat61 says: 
January 30, 2009 at 9:00 pm 
 
Hi Leo, 
 
Great post. It will be hard to get the active duty people to join a case since they are 
subject to the UCMJ and would likely have military court charges filed against them if 
they joined a case. But get someone in between Hollister and an active duty person. A 
“drilling reservist” soldier/sailor/airman or officer in a unit which has already been 
recalled for the Iraq and/or Afghanistan wars, and whose unit could be recalled again. 
He/she would certainly have standing on the possibility of recall, since their unit was 
recalled in these wars before, etc.! 
 
On your comments about the chutzpah and false and misleading statements in the Motion 
to Dismiss in the Hollister v. Soetoro case, did you see in note 1 at the bottom of page 2 
of 11, these legal beavers filing this motion are trying to confuse the federal judge with 
obfuscations by calling the document image provided online a “certified copy of a birth 
certificate” when the images are not of a “certificate” at all but a computer printed 
“CERTIFICATION of Live Birth”, … NOT a “Certificate of Live Birth”. How long do 
they think they can keep fooling people with that magic trick with words. The Obama 
legal team must have utter disdain and contempt for even a federal judge to lie in their 
motion. And said document on the bottom says “Prima Fascia evidence ….”. When 
“Prima Fascia” evidence is challenged its assumed validity falls. The defendant must then 
produce the original to support the prima fascia evidence and document. Sure wish 
someone could file an Amicus brief to the court to help the federal judge see through this 
baloney the Obama legal team is trying to pull on the judge just like they pulled on the 
American people (with the help of an enabling main stream media). 
 
I think I’ll forward a copy of this post here to Atty. Berg and Atty. Apuzzo. 
 
Welcome back to the fight! And, keep up the good work! 
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M Publius Goat 
http://www.obamacitizenshipfacts.org 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Imagine the chutzpah of the Obama lawyers to lie and mislead a federal judge as to what 
Obama has proffered as documentary evidence of the place of his birth! 
 
Mountain Publius Goat 
http://www.obamacitizenshipfacts.org
 
"The American people will never knowingly adopt Socialism. But under the name of 
liberalism they will adopt every fragment of the Socialist program, 
until one day America will be a Socialist nation without knowing how it happened." 
Norman Thomas 
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